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cartoni               studio & ob tripods

3-WAY LEVELLER HD TRIPOD

A unique Heavy Duty tripod with flat 
Mitchell base and 3-way levelling ability 
for horizontal fine tuning. The innovative 
concept allows mounting all flat Mitchell 
base heads and still
be able to correct
horizontal plan
without acting on
the legs height
and without
compromise for
torsional rigidity.

ELEVATION UNIT

This sturdy support is 
suitable for both Studio 
and Maxi tripods, and 
combines the height range 
advantages of a standard 
pedestal with the low 
cost, robustness and fast 
operation of a tripod.

Weighing only 4 Kg 
(4,4 lbs), it features a 
maximum elevation 
height of 35 cm (14”) 
and can be easily 
mounted on any 
existing platform 
equipped with the 
4-holes bore.

T 624/M T 625/M

T 625/R

Product code T624 T624/2 T624/BM T624/S T625 T625/S
 T624/M T624/2M
  T624/2C
  T624/2CM

Type 1 stage 2 stages 1 stage baby 1 stage 1 stage 1 stage baby

Material aluminum alu/carbon fiber aluminum aluminum aluminum aluminum

Weight  7,4kg/16,3lbs 6,5kg/15,5lbs alu 5,7kg/12,8lbs 5,6kg/2,6lbs 10kg/23lbs 8,9kg/19,6lbs
  6kg/13lbs carbon f.

 150kg/330lbs 150kg/330lbs 150kg/330lbs 150kg/330lbs 200kg/440lbs 200kg/440lbs

Base flat/150mm flat/150mm flat/150mm flat/150mm flat/150mm flat/150mm

Min. height 80cm/35,5” 50cm/22,2” 52cm/23” 32cm/14,2” 72cm/32” 46cm/20,4”

Max. height 155cm/68” 163cm/72” 65cm/28,8” 45cm/20” 130cm/57,7” 79cm/35”

Folded height 95cm/42,2” 75cm/33” 55cm/24,4” 35cm/15,5” 89cm/39,5” 58cm/25,7”

OB & STUDIO TRIPODS

With its rugged construction and 
extraordinary sturdiness the Cartoni 
Studio and Maxi tripods are designed to 
support the larger Fluid Heads in Studio 
or Outside Broadcast configuration.

A special care has been developed in 
achieving torsional rigidity and positive 
leg clamp. The tripod series feature both 
flat Mitchell style bases including the 4 
hole bores and 150mm bowl base.

The ground steel spikes are covered by 
adjustable rubber feet and each tripod 
can be secured either by an integral off 
ground spreader or by a variety of ground 
spreaders and skids.

T 624/BM T 624/2M

T 625

A 881

Capacity
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cartoni               efp  tripods

Product code T623 T623/2 T623/b T623/S
 T623/C T623/2C

Type 1 stage 2 stages 1 stage baby 1 stage short

material alu/carbon fiber alu/carbon fiber aluminum aluminum

Capacity 80kg/176lbs 80kg/176lbs 80kg/176lbs 80kg/176lbs

weight 3,4kg/7,5lbs 3,8kg/8,3lbs 2,7kg/5,9lbs 2,10kg/4,6lbs
 3,3kg/7,2lbs 3,6kg/8lbs 

base 100mm 100mm 100mm 100mm

min. height 67,5cm/30” 54cm/24” 50cm/22,2” 30cm/13,3”

max height 144cm/64” 157cm/70” 64cm/28,4” 44cm/19,5”

Folded height 85cm/37,7” 75cm/33,3” 54cm/24” 34cm/15”

EFP TRIPOdS

Stable and sturdy, though lightweight, the 
Cartoni EFP series tripods are available in 
one or two stages and both in aluminum 
and carbon fiber.

The 100mm bowl base is connected to 
the three legs with a performing system 
of elastic washers and self adjusting steel 
connection which guarantees virtually no 
torque effect even with heavy drag fluids. 

Height adjustment is performed by a 
fast clamp, and includes a safety lock to 
prevent accidental falls.

The bottom foot includes a threaded 
spike, receiving the adjustable rubber 
foot and interfaces with dollies and 
ground spreaders.

T 623/2

T 623

A 857

flip-clamping

    system
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cartoni               dv & eng  tripods

Product code T621 T626/2 T622 T622/2 T622/b T622/S
   T622/C T622/2C
 
Type 1 stage/3 tube 2 stage/3 tube 1 stage  2 stage 1 stage baby 1 stage short
 
material aluminum aluminum alu/carbon fiber alu/carbon fiber aluminum aluminum
 
Capacity 40kg/88lbs 40kg/88lbs 60kg/132lbs 60kg/132lbs 60kg/132lbs 60kg/132lbs

weight 2,1kg/4.6lbs 3kg/6,6lbs 2,8kg/6,2lbs 3,2kg/7lbs 2,3kg/5,1lbs 1,8kg/4lbs
   2,7kg/5,9lbs 3kg/6,6lbs

base 75mm 75mm 100mm 100mm 100mm 100mm
  
min. height 78cm/34,6” 67cm/26,4” 74cm/32,8” 51cm/22,6” 42cm/18,6” 30cm/13,3”
 
max. height 136cm/60,4” 151cm/59” 137cm/53,9” 162cm/72” 77cm/34,2” 44cm/19,5”
 
Folded height 84cm/37,3” 77cm/30,3” 81cm/31,9” 74cm/32,8” 56cm/24,8” 34cm/15”

ENg TRIPOdS

Lightweight and extreme stability, 
together with a fast display in action, are 
the main features of the ENG tripods.

Available in three versions: the basic 3 
tubes, the classic ENG one stage and the 
double stage, all available in lightweight 
aluminum or ultra-light carbon fiber.

Height adjustment is performed by a fast, 
easy to reach clamp and includes a safety 
lock to prevent accidental falls.

The bottom foot includes a threaded 
spike receiving the adjustable rubber foot 
and interfaces with dollies and ground 
spreaders.

T 622

T 621

T 626/2

S 731 QR
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cartoni               dv & eng tripods

T 627

Product code T627 T627/2 T628/2
 T627/C  T628/2c
 
Type 1 stage/3 tube 2 stage/3 tube 2 stage

material alu/carbon fiber aluminum alu/carbon fiber

Capacity 50kg/110lbs 50kg/110lbs 60kg/132lbs

weight 2,9kg/6,4lbs 3,3kg/7,2lbs 3kg/6,6lbs

base 100mm 100mm 100mm

min. height 75cm/33,3” 51cm/22,6” 51cm/22,6”

max. height 141cm/62,6” 162cm/72” 162cm/72”

Folded height 87cm/38,6” 74cm/32,8” 74cm/32,8”

T 628/2

SmartStop
eng tripod

 SmartStop

      

SmartStop
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